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J 551.2 McG - Zhang Heng and the Incredible 
Earthquake Detector  
by Randel McGee  
When thousands of people are dying in China's earthquakes,  
Emperor Shun Di does not know what to do. He assigns his 
wisest advisor, Zhang Heng, to create a device that will tell 
the Emperor and his court where an earthquake took place. 
Can Zhang Heng accomplish this impossible task? 
 
J 634 Red - The Gravity Tree: The True Story of a 
Tree that Inspired the World 
by Anna Crowley Redding  
Part scientific explanation, part biography, this nonfiction  
picture book explores the life of the fabled apple tree that 
inspired Newton's theory of Gravity.  
 
J 636.7 Leo - Finding Gobi: The True Story of One 
Little Dog's Big Journey  by Dion Leonard  
This is the incredible true story of Dion Leonard, an athlete 
who was befriended by a stray dog while running an  
ultramarathon through the Gobi Desert. Just as they crossed 
the finish line, Gobi disappeared, setting off a worldwide 
search for the stray.  
 
J 973.311 Lan - Why Longfellow Lied: The Truth 
About Paul Revere's Midnight Ride  
by Jeff Lantos 
Unravel the mystery of how and why Henry 
Wadsworth Longfellow twisted historical facts when he 
penned his famous poem, 'Paul Revere's Ride'. 
 
 
J-B Belpré - Pura’s Cuentos: How Pura Belpré  
Reshaped Libraries with Her Stories  
by Annette Bay Pimentel 
In this fictional biography, Pura Belpré breaks the rules of 
storytime by telling unpublished stories from her homeland of 
Puerto Rico.  
 
 
J-B Doby - All Star: How Larry Doby Smashed the 
Color Barrier in Baseball  
by Audrey Vernick 
This exceptional biography tells the story of a hero who not 
only opened doors for others, but set amazing records during 
his Hall of Fame career. It also examines the long fight to 
overcome racism in sports and our culture at large. 
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J-B Einstein - Albert Einstein Was a Dope?  
by Dan Gutman  
Did you know that Albert Einstein was a high school 
dropout? Check out this quirky biography series, which 
expertly balances authoritative information 
with Dan Gutman's signature zany humor.  
 
J-B Hamilton - Call Me Miss Hamilton: One  
Woman's Case for Equality and Respect  
by Carole Boston Weatherford  
Discover the story of Mary Hamilton, an African American 
woman and Civil Rights activist, who was found to be in  
contempt of court when she would not respond to an  
Alabama judge who used only her first name, while calling 
white people "Mr.," "Mrs.," or "Miss."  
 
J-B Lee - With Great Power: the Marvelous  
Stan Lee  
by Annie Hunter Eriksen 
Every superhero has their origin story; for Stan Lee, it was 
books of adventure, monsters, and magic that helped him 
transform from an ordinary boy to a superstar superhero 
creator.  
 
J-B Levi - Just a Girl: a True Story of World  
War II  by Lia Levi 
Six-year-old Lia Levi recounts how everything changed in 
1938 Italy when prime Minister Mussolini joined forces with 
Hitler. New laws are established and suddenly it becomes 
too dangerous for her family to stay together. Lia wonders if 
she will be ‘just a girl’ ever again.  
 
J-B Marshall - The Highest Tribute: Thurgood 
Marshall’s Life, Leadership, and Legacy 
by Kekla Magoon  
Thurgood Marshall's determination to make all Americans 
equal under the law led him to the Supreme Court. But to 
get to the highest court in the land, he had to make space 
for himself every step of the way.  
 
J-B Rubin - The Stuff Between the Stars: How 
Vera Rubin Discovered Most of the Universe  
by Sandra Nickel 
Vera Rubin was one of the astronomers who discovered dark 
matter. She made groundbreaking discoveries that scientists 
have only recently been able to really appreciate and 
changed the way that we look at the universe.  
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J-B Shahn - The People’s Painter: How Ben 
Shahn Fought for Justice with Art  
by Cynthis Levinson 
As an observant child growing up in Lithuania, Ben draws 
everything he sees. After seeing his father banished 
for demanding workers' rights, he develops a sense 
for justice, too. When Ben comes to America, he brings his 
artistic eye and his desire to fight for what's right.   
 
J-B Ross - Classified: the Secret Career of Mary 
Golda Ross, Cherokee Aerospace Engineer  
by Traci Sorell 
Mary Golda Ross designed classified projects for Lockheed 
Air Corporation as the company's first female engineer. Find 
out how her passion for math and the Cherokee values she 
was raised with shaped her life and work.  
 
J-B Fauja Singh - Fauja Singh Keeps Going: The 
True Story of the Oldest Person to Ever Run a 
Marathon  by Simran Jeet Singh 
The inspiring true story of Fauja Singh, who broke world  
records to become the first 100 year old to run a marathon, 
shares valuable lessons of his grit and determination to  
overcome obstacles, and commitment to positive  
representation of the Sikh community. 
 
J-B Thomas - Ablaze With Color: A Story of  
Painter Alma Thomas  
by Jeanne Walker Harvey 
Tells the story of painter and teacher Alma Thomas,  
discussing her childhood, teaching career and activism. 
 
 
J-B Waters - Alice Waters Cooks up a Food  
Revolution  
by Diane Stanley  
The delicious story of pioneering chef Alice Waters who 
changed the way America eats and kickstarted the  
organic food movement.  
 
J-B Yelchin - The Genius Under the Table:  
Growing Up Behind the Iron Curtain  
by Eugene Yelchin 
With equal amounts charm and solemnity, author and  
artist Eugene Yelchin recounts in hilarious detail his  
childhood in Cold War Russia as a young boy desperate to 
understand his place in his family.  
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